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RE:  Cap on greenhouse gas emissions and market based compliance mechanisms – Proposed 
        15-Day Modifications (July 25, 2011)  
 
Dear Chair Nichols and Members of the Board: 

Chevron has been a California company for more than 130 years and is the largest Fortune 500 
corporation based in the state. Our business indirectly supports nearly 60,000 jobs in addition to 10,000 
employees of Chevron based in California. That’s approximately 70,000 jobs, or one in every 200 
California jobs.  As a major California company, as an energy provider, and as an employer, we are 
significantly affected by the state’s current and proposed climate change programs.  Our company began 
work to reduce greenhouse gases long before the State passed AB 32.  Because of the unique nature of 
CO2 as a pollutant, the only way for our industry to reduce greenhouse gases in combustion and process 
emissions is through energy efficiency and optimization of operations.  This year we reached our highest 
energy efficiency mark – operating at 33% higher efficiency in 2011 compared to 1992.  We have 
actively participated in stakeholder meetings, broad-based industry and environmental group meetings, 
and discussions with the Air Resources Board (“ARB”) and its staff, in order to make the program and 
this proposed rule workable for businesses in California while meeting the goals of AB 32.   
 
While we have been supportive of cap and trade as a cost effective mechanism to reduce greenhouse 
gases to meet California’s mandated goals, we cannot support the detailed program set out in the July 25 
proposed 15-day modification to the cap on green house gas emissions and market based compliance 
mechanisms regulation (the “proposal”).  This proposal takes an already burdensome program in the 
wrong direction during tough economic times – increasing complexity and compliance costs for 
California’s businesses.  The proposal fails to address fundamental principles for good public policy 
aimed at managing greenhouse gas emissions – fairness, certainty, cost containment, maintaining carbon 
market liquidity and addressing market manipulation, and recognizing early action.  California should not 
adopt rules that punish companies that are building in California, have made significant prior investments, 
and are bringing jobs to the state. 
 
Despite the agreement achieved on many key areas in the December 2010 rulemaking developed through 
the stakeholder process, the July 25 proposal reverses the direction set forth in December and represents 
changes made without our industry’s input.  The proposal also diverges from the original December 2010 
rule and disregards issues critical to addressing the state’s ongoing economic recession by increasing the 
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burden on California entities unnecessarily; by unfairly penalizing larger participants compared to smaller 
ones; and in the case of benchmarking, ignoring industry-specific technical needs in favor of “one size fits 
all” policy choices.  These policy choices do not recognize the diversity of California’s energy resources 
and industry, and it will discourage further investment.  We have appreciated the opportunity to work 
with ARB on this rulemaking, but are very disappointed that critical data, hard-won industry consensus 
and input from carbon market experts were discarded in this process.  
 
We recommend changes to the following areas: 
 
 Allowance Allocation – ARB should provide 100% free allowances to industry to prevent 

leakage of jobs and emissions out of the state, consistent with the December 16, 2010 cap and 
trade rule.  The proposal reduces industry assistance by setting the benchmarks at 90% of the 
industry average which results in industry having to purchase the remaining allowances at 
auction.    

 
 Oil and Gas Production Benchmarking – ARB should adopt the thermal/non-thermal 

benchmark for oil and gas production that recognizes California’s unique products which are a 
function of the geology and the type of resource. The proposal reversed the December 2010 
rulemaking which proposed a thermal/non-thermal benchmark for oil and gas production in favor 
of light and heavy crude oil because it more precisely fit the definition of a product-based 
benchmark.  

 
 Refinery Benchmarking – ARB should adopt the Energy Intensity Index (EII) based benchmark 

that meets the goals of AB 32 to reduce CO2, reward early action, and not punish those that invest 
in their California refineries. The proposed “Simple Barrels” benchmark would promote leakage 
and simply does not achieve AB 32 goals, which were included in the statute, of rewarding early 
action at existing facilities.  It also is not equitable to larger facilities that manufacture cleaner 
California fuels and other high value products such as lubricating oils, which serve global 
markets. 

 
 Liquidity, Equity and Cost Containment – ARB should make substantial changes to the market 

cost containment proposals, removing the overly restrictive and subjective policies which will 
diminish the effectiveness of the market and hinder economic growth. The proposal fails to 
address the inequitable impacts that it imposes on larger entities both directly — through 
constraints  on their ability to participate in the market (via the holding limits) — and 
indirectly,— through weakening cost containment policies regarding offsets liability, which will 
reduce offset development.  Without policies to address these issues, large entities that invest 
heavily in the state and create jobs for Californians will be unfairly disadvantaged.  
 

Our detailed comments and recommendations follow.  Additional comments from Linklaters on holding 
limits, auction frequency, and offset development are attached. 

Allowance Allocation - A stringent benchmark reduces industry assistance and leads to leakage 
 
The proposal arbitrarily sets the benchmark for industry sectors at 90% of the industry average.  This 
results in a reduction of industry assistance to 90% for the first compliance period from 100% as proposed 
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in the December 2010 rule.  By arbitrarily requiring California companies to purchase 10% of their 
allowances at the very start of the program — in addition to making reductions under the cap — this 
punishes companies who have chosen to invest in California.  It places California companies at an 
immediate competitive disadvantage and encourages them to move investments and jobs out of the state.  
Leakage of economic activity to other states will lead to fewer jobs in California and higher CO2 
emissions in the long run as goods are imported across the state borders.  Keeping the industry assistance 
at 100% in the first compliance period provides the necessary transition period for California companies 
to reduce emissions while staying competitive and keeping investment in the state.   

 
 Greenhouse gas emissions are lower now 1

 

 than they were projected to be when the scoping plan 
set out the suggested budgets for cap and trade.  Therefore, requiring additional diversion of 
working capital into expenditures for allowances is unnecessarily stringent considering the 
economic downturn in the last four years.  In addition, new regulatory measures adopted by the 
ARB in the interim have clearly changed the reductions needed to meet the goals of AB 32.  With 
the current emissions picture, ARB could both restore the allowances to 100% and also reduce the 
slope of the cap while meeting the goals of the law.   

 The ARB staff’s reasoning for setting a stringent benchmark includes (1) the fact that the 
European Union (EU) has set a benchmark in Phase 3; and (2) the December 2010 rule required 
that at least two sectors were reduced by this amount:  the utility sector and the cement sector.  
However, this reasoning fails to recognize several important factors.  First, the utilities are not 
trade exposed and also receive a rebate for their customers and have a higher relative baseline 
than their current emissions.  Second, the cement sector is not making the same reductions 
proportional to the cap as have been proposed for all other industries.  Finally, while the EU is 
setting a high benchmark, they have been implementing their program for over 6 years.  It is well 
known that the EU did not begin their cap and trade program with harsh cuts and significant 
reductions under their cap; rather they initially capped utilities and introduced reductions to 
industry at a slower pace, despite having broader regional jurisdiction than California’s program.   

Oil and Gas and Refinery Benchmarking - Sector specific benchmarks must be based on  
technically sound metrics developed through a fair public process that recognize California’s 
unique industry footprints   
 
Oil and Gas Benchmark – The ARB selected a light and heavy crude oil benchmark in its proposal 
because it is more precisely “product based.”  This shift from the thermal/non-thermal benchmark 
adopted in the December 2010 rule ignores key characteristics of California’s energy resources and 
neither the approach nor the calculations supporting the benchmark were vetted with stakeholders or 
industry experts.  California’s unique oil and gas resources are not accurately represented by simply 
focusing on the density of the crude oil.  Instead, the resources are better represented by the combination 
of the type of oil and the geologic resource.  Future development of light oil resources found in tight 
geologic formations in the San Joaquin Valley will be jeopardized by adoption of a literal, light/heavy 
product-based approach. Getting the benchmarks right at the program start is critical not only for a 
California cap and trade market, but also for positioning of the California industry if the California 
markets are linked to other jurisdictions.  The benchmarks are an opportunity to create a more level 
                                                           
1 Supplement to the AB 32 Scoping Plan Functional Equivalent Document, California Air Resources Board, 
June 13, 2011 
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playing field for the California industry.  Instead, the proposal exacerbates the differences and serves only 
to disadvantage the California industry.   
 
In addition, through meetings with the ARB staff, we learned that the formulas and averages used to 
establish the benchmark were based on incorrect assumptions rather than data. The ARB should be 
transparent in the development of its benchmarks. The procedure establishing the benchmark should be 
published and vetted with stakeholders prior to adoption.  It should base the benchmark on verified 
emissions data from 2008 and 2009, collected with all parties using the same methods under the 
Mandatory Reporting rule, so that it is comparable.  Any industry averages used to determine the 
benchmark should also incorporate all direct and indirect emissions (both electrical and thermal) and be 
production weighted.  Additional protocols are needed to define the data to establish thermal and non-
thermal fields and for indirect and direct emissions.  ARB can use publically available data in the 
Division of Oil and Gas & Geothermal Resources databases to check the submissions by industry to 
ensure that the production is associated with the correct benchmark.  
 
Refining Benchmark – ARB proposes to use a “simple barrel” approach because it is “product based.”  A 
product-based approach might be appropriate if the industry’s production processes were similar and 
emissions were correlated correctly with the products, thereby creating a reasonable incentive to reduce 
greenhouse gas intensity.  However, California makes unique demands of its refineries by requiring 
cleaner fuels which has, in turn, required more complicated operations that utilize much more equipment 
than typical refining operations.  The simple barrel benchmark ignores this complexity and divides the 
total amount of selected products into the total amount of direct carbon emissions.  It does not include all 
products produced.  Furthermore, it treats all of the products included equally despite differences in their 
emissions profiles.  As an example, production of asphalt results in significantly less CO2 emissions than 
production of California gasoline.   
 
This flawed approach disadvantages large facilities with more self-sufficient onsite operations, while 
advantaging facilities that import chemicals and intermediate products, facilities that have less equipment 
and those that produce and export more waste products.  The simple barrel method also discourages 
producing other product mixes such as high value lubricating oils.  It simply rewards companies with 
small equipment configurations that produce a limited suite of products. It also creates perverse incentives 
to outsource processes, import intermediates, and export waste materials that could be refined into 
valuable products.   
 
Finally, it creates profound winners and losers.  Based on comparison of emissions intensities (Tonnes of 
CO2 equivalent emissions per barrel of “product,” as defined by ARB) provided in the proposal, the 
simple barrel approach provides almost 200% of needed allowances to refineries making less than 3% of 
the products for the state and penalizing others by over 50%.  Simply put, adopting the simple barrel 
approach will encourage the outsourcing of high value products and, importantly, the jobs that produce 
them.  
 
By contrast, the WSPA adjusted EII benchmark for refining rewards early actions and does not punish 
companies for investing in California facilities.  This approach uses an independent industry metric that is 
equipment neutral and does not favor certain product mixes nor incentivize imports of intermediaries.  
The original WSPA approach was not designed for the application of a 10% reduction in free allowances 
as included in the proposal (which we oppose).  However, if required, it can be adjusted to have a smaller 
spread through tempering so that the benchmark methodology meets ARB’s objectives.  If ARB insists on 
a product-based approach, we would support adoption of the EU factors for the Complexity Weighted 
Tonne benchmark in the first compliance period.  While this concept does not have industry consensus 
and is not ideal for California, this benchmark is technically sound, rewards early action, and is neutral on 
configuration so that it does not punish California’s refineries.  In summary, we do not support a simple 
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barrel approach.  The adjusted EII approach developed by WSPA is the most equitable approach and still 
meets ARB’s objectives.   
 
Treatment of Cogeneration and Electricity in Benchmarks - The GHG emissions that are incorporated 
into the benchmarks for oil and gas and refining and for all sectors should include the emissions for the 
net power and heat consumed and sold.  In particular, some of the operations within the upstream and 
refining sectors have cogeneration facilities which contribute to the direct emissions.  Some of the power 
from these facilities is consumed onsite and some is exported.  Only the power consumed onsite should 
be charged against the facility emissions in the benchmark calculation.   
 
Furthermore, in order to ensure that there is even treatment of operators with cogeneration facilities 
compared to net purchasers of electricity and heat, indirect emissions from imported power from the grid 
and heat from other facilities should also be included in the benchmark calculation.  Otherwise, ARB 
would be creating an incentive for companies to favor purchasing power from the grid and/or outsourcing 
thermal purchases because it does not count against their benchmark performance.  Note that the raw data 
for both the imported and exported power is already reported in the facilities’ MRR reports.  If facilities 
have both thermal and non thermal operations, power can be allocated to the separate operations by 
apportioning the power based on production.   
 
To address these changes in the oil and gas production benchmark, a calculation supporting this approach 
was provided to ARB as part of the WSPA oil and gas thermal and non thermal benchmark proposal.  To 
address these concerns in the WSPA refinery benchmark proposal the only change would be to subtract 
the emissions from the sale of power because the EII takes electricity and cogeneration into account in the 
calculation of the EII.   
 
In addition to distribution of allowances for direct emissions through benchmarking, there are impacts to 
oil and gas production from the costs of purchased electricity and heat.   Because oil and natural gas 
production are global, California facilities were found by ARB to be highly trade-exposed.  The use of 
electricity is a significant cost to oil and gas production, which would exacerbate trade exposure and 
leakage.  Therefore, under the proposed regulation, it would be appropriate for oil and gas producers to 
receive, at a minimum, the allowances for indirect electricity use directly (as opposed to the provision of 
those allowances to the distributors).   To address concerns that double counting could occur, ARB could 
deduct these allowances for imported electricity from the utility sector.  Our understanding is that ARB 
staff had agreed, prior to the release of the proposed regulation that direct allocations would be provided 
to oil and gas producers after the CPUC acts on utility pass-through rules.    
 
Market Design and Cost Containment - Market liquidity and cost containment measures must be 
equitable and effective 
 
Auction Purchase Limits and Holding Limits – ARB has increased the auction purchase limits for 
allowances of future vintage years but did not change the policy on the purchase limits applicable to 
current vintage years and the position on holding limits.  ARB’s proposal that covered entities cannot 
purchase in an auction, or hold in their account, a sufficient quantity of allowances to meet their legal 
obligations is without basis.  ARB has essentially designed its market to guarantee that large entities will 
be short in every auction and required to go into the secondary market to buy their allowances at a 
premium from speculators and financial intermediaries.  This is a fundamental market flaw that provides 
an opportunity for such players to corner the market and, as such, it is unacceptable, especially in light of 
the State’s experience with energy markets.   
 
Chevron has included as Exhibit I expert analysis from the international law firm Linklaters LLP which is 
recognized worldwide for its expertise with commodities and carbon markets.  According to research 
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conducted by Linklaters, no other major current commodities or carbon market contains position limits 
such as those included in the proposal.  The proposal’s position limit is actually a rule developed by the 
Commodities Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) to regulate futures commodities markets for the 
purpose of minimizing financial exposure of market participants.  The CFTC rule is not intended to curb 
the risk of market manipulation and its extension to spot (or inventory) markets for this purpose is 
untested and not supported by empirical data and proper analysis.  Similarly, Linklaters has indicated that 
no other carbon market contains purchase limits similar to those included in the proposal, except for the 
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI).  In RGGI, however, the purchase limit is 25%, not 10%, and 
no covered entity’s compliance obligation in RGGI exceeds that 25% purchase limit.  To address this 
issue, ARB does not need to remove the proposed purchase limits or position limits. The simple fix is to 
permit covered entities to bid and hold a quantity of allowances up to the limit contained in the current 
proposal, or a quantity equal to that covered entity’s compliance obligation (at a minimum), whichever is 
greater. 
 
Auction Frequency – Research conducted by Linklaters indicates that the most efficient way to address 
the risk of market manipulation is to hold auctions frequently.  More auctions reduce the risk of market 
abuse because of the decreased value at stake in smaller auctions.  They also minimize price volatility 
experienced at the time of allowances auctions and the risk of any market player exercising market power 
between auctions.  For those reasons, most agencies managing carbon markets have moved to a weekly 
auction schedule, including in Europe and Germany where, by law starting in 2013, auctions must be held 
on a weekly basis or more frequently.  RGGI is an outlier whose design dates back to 2006/2007. The 
RGGI quarterly auction schedule, however, has been largely untested because the RGGI market is long 
and trading activity is low, which materially diminish the incentives for any players to manipulate the 
markets. 
  
Liability for Offset Rescission – Cost containment provided by a robust offset supply is a critical element 
of the December 2010 rule.  The liability regime for offset rescission included in the proposal, however, 
will jeopardize this supply because it will significantly discourage investment in and financing of offset 
projects.  The offset rescission risk is difficult to manage on a transaction-by-transaction basis – based on 
experience, no private insurance product is available or likely to be available to address it – but the risk 
can easily be borne by the market as a whole at a marginal cost to each market participant.  Overall this 
risk is best managed by the creation of a buffer pool on a program-wide basis, with the ultimate risk 
residing with the program itself.  If ARB does not believe that this option is practical or feasible, ARB 
should consider the alternative of removing a quantity of allowances from the cap equal to the number of 
offsets rescinded, for which recovery from a culpable party is not possible.  Chevron would generally 
oppose removing any allowances from the cap.  However, faced with the prospect of inadequate offset 
supply and higher allowance prices in the market, Chevron would rather have ARB implement this 
alternative solution than leave the current proposal in place. 
 
Corporate Association Consolidation - Liquidity is critical to market functionality and to cost 
containment.  The proposed rule includes position holding limits and purchase limits that apply to 
companies and any indirectly affiliated entities.  This policy is unworkable as companies often have no 
control over indirectly affiliated companies.  It is unreasonable because it places a partial owner at risk if 
an affiliate, over which it has no control, violates its holding limit or purchase limit.  This policy 
effectively punishes the larger companies for having expanded their investments in California without 
controlling interests.  This policy would also compromise fair competition by requiring that companies 
communicate their trading and holding positions to third parties who have a competitive interest in the 
market.  At a minimum, the exception in Section 95920(f) of the proposal should be applied to the 
purchase limit in Section 95911. 
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ARB should use the program delay to reconsider provisions not covered in this rulemaking — like 
trade exposure and including fuels in the cap — that will create economic burdens and competitive 
disadvantage in the second compliance period 
 
While trade exposure is not being discussed at this point, it is critical for ARB to review trade exposure 
for refining as part of its cap and trade program monitoring.  Trade Exposure for Refineries and Fuels 
under the Cap should be evaluated at least one year prior to the start of the second compliance period to 
prevent adverse effects of the program on California industry, jobs, and the economy.  As ARB moves 
forward to complete the cap and trade rule, California is attempting to recover from a negative economic 
period.  However, California has no real prospects of linkage with other WCI entities and has shown no 
interest in linking with larger, proven, and viable markets.  Most of the world has withdrawn from 
participating in global commitments to climate change policy, while recognizing the importance of basic 
programs such as energy efficiency.  We had hoped that the delay of the start of the program would allow 
sufficient time for a more measured, thoughtful and reflective process.  Instead, the delay has become a 
mere waiting period, during which there is no proposal for regulatory relief, nor any necessary changes to 
its requirements.  As we complete the detailed rules for cap and trade, key issues remain that we all agree 
must be addressed in 2012 going forward.  These include the competitive disadvantages and additional 
economic burdens proposed in the second compliance period when a large number of industrial sources 
are subjected to higher costs through a steep cap trajectory and higher auction allowance burden.  Of 
critical concern to our industry, our company, and our consumers, is the inclusion of transportation fuels 
under the cap in 2015, which will add to the existing burdens and significant costs associated with the 
Low Carbon Fuel Standard, without driving advance fuel technology.  We welcome the opportunity to 
utilize the delay to engage in a constructive process with ARB to address the issues highlighted in this 
document.  
 
In closing, we hope the ARB will implement the specific recommendations presented above so that its 
AB 32 program will not punish companies that are building in California, have made significant prior 
investments, and are bringing jobs to the state.   
 
Best regards, 
 
Original signed by: 
 
Stephen D. Burns 
 
Enclosure 
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